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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

The maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control in a Photovoltaic system is the key control 
technology, however present controllers have the disadvantages of long development cycle, high cost 

and complex verification, and there are some disadvantages carrying out totally physical simulation or 

totally digital simulation of different control algorithms. This paper carried out design of hardware 
controller by researching different kinds of MPPT algorithms together with the improved MPPT 

algorithm, then digital-analog hybrid real-time simulation was carried out based on the digital main 

circuit using RT-LAB developed by Opal-RT company. Effectiveness and superiority of the improved 
MPPT algorithm were verified in comparison with control effects of the improved MPPT algorithm 

and control effects of traditional MPPT algorithms. 

doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2016.29.10a.07 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

How to realize the maximum power point tracking is 

the key point of Photovoltaic Power System. Recently, 

research on MPPT controller is mostly carried out by 

building simulation in MATLAB/Simulink [1-3], which 

is pure digital simulation [4], also, pure physical 

simulation is carried out by building Photovoltaic Power 

System model with hardware to verify the pros and cons 

of controllers. Although digital simulation has the 

advantage of simple operation and varying parameter, 

its accuracy is not as good as pure physical simulation, 

furthermore, some physical phenomena can’t be 

simulated; Although pure physical simulation is 

intuitive and believable, its maneuverability is not good 

enough, which can’t carry out sufficient simulation of 

actual situation. 

So, in this paper physical simulation and digital 

simulation is combined, MPPT algorithm is simulated 

with hardware. Digital simulation of main circuit is built 

in the real time simulation software RT-LAB [5-7], then 

the real time simulation platform is established together 

with real time simulator of RT-LAB, on which digital-

                                                           

1*Corresponding Author’s Email: bhh_njit@126.com (B. Haihong)  

analog hybrid simulation is carried out. On the real time 

simulation platform, the simulation time scale is the 

same with the clock time scale, experimental 

verification of different kinds of extreme situations can 

be simulated. 

There are also papers that have carried out digital-

analog hybrid simulation combining real time 

simulation technology of RT-LAB and characteristics of 

MPPT [8, 9], however, none of them has carried out 

comparison of different kinds of MPPT algorithms to 

research the applicability and superiority-inferiority. In 

this paper, a kind of advanced MPPT algorithm is 

compared with traditional MPPT algorithms, digital-

analog hybrid simulation is carried out on the real time 

simulation platform to analyze the control effect and to 

verify effectiveness and superiority of the advanced 

MPPT algorithm.  

 

2. MODEL OF PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM 
 
2. 1. Model of Photovoltaic Cell             Mathematical 

model of photovoltaic cell [10, 11] is widely used in 

theoretical analysis of output characteristics about solar 

cell, testing parameters on standard conditions (sunshine 

intensity is 1000 W/m2, cell temperature is 25℃) are 

TECHNICAL 

NOTE 
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offered by manufacturer: short circuit current Isc, open 

circuit voltage Uoc, current of  the maximum power 

point Im, voltage of the maximum power point Um. 

Parameters under the new environment is calculated as 

the formulas below: 

 I I 1 α T
ref

scref sc
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As for the formulas above, ΔT is the difference 

between reference cell temperature and actual cell 

temperature, ΔS is the ratio of variation sunshine 

intensity and reference sunshine intensity, Iscref is short 

circuit current of photovoltaic cell with the conditions 

changing, Uocref is open circuit voltage of photovoltaic 

cell with the conditions changing, Imref is current of the 

maximum power point with the conditions changing, 

Umref is voltage of the maximum power point with the 

conditions changing, α, β and γ are constants, typical 

values are applied as 0.0025, 0.5, 0.00288. Current 

equation can be calculated as the formulas below: 
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In this paper, photovoltaic cell of BP Solar is used 

for parameter simulation, cell parameters on standard 

conditions are shown in Table 1. 

 
2. 2. Photovoltaic Output Characteristics        
Performance of photovoltaic cell can be affected by PN 

junction parameters, sunshine intensity, cell temperature 

and so on, Therefore, the performance of photovoltaic 

cell is nonlinear.  

 

 
TABLE 1. Parameters of photovoltaic cell 

Parameter name Value Unit 

Open circuit voltage 37.2 V 

Voltage of the maximum power point 29.8 V 

Short circuit current 8.37 A 

Current of the maximum power point 7.72 A 

Among these factors, the effects of sunshine 

intensity and cell temperature are the most significant. 

For better use of photovoltaic cell, we need to analyze 

performance of photovoltaic cell under different 

conditions. P-U curves of different sunshine intensity 

are shown in Figure 1.  

Figure 1 illustrates that with the sunshine intensity 

changing with 400W/m2, 600W/m2, 800W/m2, 

1000W/m2, power of the maximum power point 

increases constantly, voltage of the maximum power 

point changes little. From the relationship of power, 

voltage and current, we can find that current of the 

maximum power point increases. P-U curves of 

different cell temperatures are shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 illustrates that the power of photovoltaic 

cell is increasing up to the maximum power point, with 

the cell temperature changing with 25℃, 40℃, 55℃, 

70℃. Beyond that, power begins to decline. On the 

other hand, the power of photovoltaic cell decreases 

with the increase of cell temperature, when the voltages 

are the same. 
 
 

3. ANALYSIS OF MPPT ALGORITHMS 
 

In this paper a developed MPPT algorithm is adopted to 

carry out real time simulation, which is called 

Perturbation and Observation (P&O) based on 

|(dP/dU)/P| [12], then comparison with common MPPT 

algorithms is conducted. Furthermore, common 

algorithms include P&O method [13-15] and 

incremental conductance (INC) method [16-18]. 

 

 
Figure 1. P-U curves of different sunshine intensity 

 

 
Figure 2. P-U curves of different cell temperature 
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P&O method is the most common self-optimization 

method, firstly, voltage and current are disturbed, 

secondly, changing trend of cell power is observed, 

according which disturbance direction is changed, at 

last, the photovoltaic cell will work at the maximum 

power point. The control flow chart is shown in Figure 

3.  

When the intersection point of load characteristic 

and photovoltaic cell characteristics is on the left of the 

maximum power point, the MPPT control will increase 

the voltage, while on the right the voltage will decrease, 

holding on the process, the system will work at the 

maximum power point at last. 

P&O method with fixed step has the problem of 

oscillation and misjudgment [19], which will lead to 

inaccurate tracing of the maximum power point, so 

improvement needs to be carried out. 

INC method comes from the rule that power of 

photovoltaic cell changes over voltage regulation, 

relationship between conductance and conductance 

regulation of the system is derived at the maximum 

power point, then the MPPT algorithm can be raised. 

Actually, dI/dU is replaced by ΔI/ΔU, the criterion of 

INC method is as below: 

I
the intersection point is on the left of MPP

I
  the intersection point is at the MPP

I
the intersection point is on the right of MPP

I

U U

I

U U

I

U U
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The control flow chart of INC algorithm is shown in 

Figure 4. 

The computational complexity of INC algorithm is 

large, which means complex operation and high demand 

for the system, also, it has high requirements for the 

hardware especially for the sensor, then the cost for 

hardware will increase [20]. 

Concerning the controlling defects of P&O 

algorithm   and   INC   algorithm,   in   this  paper,  the 
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Figure 4. Control flow chart of INC algorithm 

 

 

developed MPPT algorithm P&O algorithm based 

on |(dP/dU)/P| is adopted to carry out real time 

simulation, which can avoid the problem of oscillation 

and misjudgment as well as high requirements for 

controller. The developed algorithm add a step 

judgment module based on traditional P&O algorithm, 

|(dP/dU)/P| is used as judgment factors, when the 

external conditions change, the curve of |(dP/dU)/P| 

changes little, so the algorithm can be adapted to the 

changeable external conditions for the stable operation 

of the system. In this paper, two-hierarchical 

photovoltaic system is adopted, boost circuit is used for 

DC-DC module, actual control quantity is duty ratio of 

the switch in boost circuit, which is controlled by IGBT 

signal, the control flow chart of P&O algorithm based 

on |(dP/dU)/P| is shown in Figure 5.  

Characteristics of photovoltaic cell is nonlinear, the 

tracking speed is slow when the working voltage U is 

far from voltage of the maximum power point Um, 

especially on the left of Um. 
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Figure 5. Control flow chart of P&O algorithm based on 

|(dP/dU)/P| 
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So on the left of Um we set that the system adopts 

big tracing step if U<0.7Um, the system adopts small 

tracing step if U>0.95Um. Curve of |(dP/dU)/P| is shown 

in Figure 6 according to the mathematical model of 

photovoltaic cell. Then boundary value of step can be 

calculated.  

Figure 6 illustrates that the value of |(dP/dU)/p| is 

0.003 at the point of 0.7Um, the system adopts the big 

step 0.003 when |(dP/dU)/p|>0.003, the value of 

|(dP/dU)/p| is 0.001 at the point of 0.95Um, the system 

adopts the small step 0.0001 when |(dP/dU)/p|<0.001, 

the system adopts the middle step 0.001 when 

0.001<|(dP/dU)/p|<0.003. 

 

 

4. REAL TIME SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL 
VERIFICATION 
 
4. 1. Establishment of Real Time Simulation 
Platform          RT-LAB real time simulation platform 

is based on Matlab/Simulink, which realizes system 

design and testing perfectly based on models, also, 

power electronics and power system control algorithm 

interacts with simulation model adequately on the 

platform, and the system is open and flexible. Structural 

diagram of RT-LAB real time simulation platform is 

shown in Figure 7. 
The platform consists of OP5600 simulation target 

machine, host computer, physical controller, 

oscilloscope and signal generator. Target machine is 

equipped with 4U crate, 3.3GHz Intel six nuclear, two 

CPU, 4G memory, 5142 FPGA board card, I/O loading 

board and Redhat linux operating system. Host 

computer is equipped with 2.60GHz Core(TM)i5-

3230M CPU, 4G memory, win764-bit operating system. 

Physical controller is chip MC56F8257 of Freescale 

company Code Warrior for Microcontrollers10.5 is 

chosen as software development environment, C 

language is used to compile program, real time 

debugging tool FreeMASTER1.4 is used for debugging,  
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Figure 7. Structure diagram of RT-LAB real time simulation 

platform 

 

 

target machine and host computer are connected by 

TCP/IP, target machine and physical controller are 

connected by OP5142 FPGA board card and 

conductors. Oscilloscope and signal generator are used 

for data observation and verification of real 

simulation.Three MPPT algorithms are adopted for 

design of physical controller, analog output of RT-LAB 

(input of controller) are voltage and current of 

photovoltaic cell, digital input of RT-LAB (output of 

controller) is IGBT signal for boost circuit, structure 

diagram of photovoltaic grid-connected circuit is in 

Figure 8.  

Analog input of physical controller ranges from 0V 

to 3.3V, so the voltage and current of photovoltaic cell 

are decreased by 300 times before sending to physical 

controller, simulation step of RT-LAB is 1e-5s, 

sampling period of MPPT controller is 1e-4s, the signal 

sent back to RT-LAB from MPPT controller is square 

wave of 5V and 10kHz to drive the boost circuit, 

realizing the maximum power point tracking. 

In this paper, MPPT controller needs to detect the 

voltage and current of photovoltaic cell, the ADC 

module inside of MC56F8257 is used to realize AD 

conversion. 
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Figure 8. Structure diagram of photovoltaic grid-connected 

circuit 
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Physical controller needs to output one path of 

PWM signal as the controlling signal of boost circuit. 

Concerning that MC56F8257 is integrated with 

eFlexPWM module, which has powerful function and 

superior performance, the needs of controller can be 

satisfied. The hardware configuration is shown in Table 

2. 

 
4. 2. Model of RT-LAB Real Time simulation       
RT-LAB real time simulation model is established to 

carry out real time simulation of three kinds of MPPT 

algorithms, parameter optimization is conducted 

according to function of adjusting parameter online, the 

real time simulation model consists of SM main 

subsystem and SC monitoring subsystem, the model are 

shown as below. 
 

 

 
TABLE 2. Hardware configuration of physical controller 

Port Pin Pin Number Function Signal 

A GPIOA0 13 ANA0 Vpv 

B GPIOB0 24 ANB0 Ipv 

E GPIOE0 45 PWM0B PWM 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Main model of RT-LAB real time simulation model 
 

 

 
Figure 10. SM main circuit subsystem of RT-LAB real time 

simulation model 
 

 
Figure 11. SC monitoring subsystem of RT-LAB real time 

simulation model 
 

 

 

From the main model of RT-LAB in Figure 9, we can 

see the simulation step of 10µs is adopted to conduct 

experimental verification, the main model concludes 

SM main circuit subsystem and SC monitoring 

subsystem, the SM main circuit subsystem is in charge 

of calculation of photovoltaic grid-connected system, 

simulation of external conditions and exchange of 

analog signal and digital signal, while SC monitoring 

subsystem is responsible for sending controlling signal 

to the SM main circuit subsystem, including change of 

sunshine intensity, cell temperature and system 

conditions, in addition, it collect the system observed 

quantities, displaying in the oscilloscope to realize the 

real time monitoring of grid-connected system. 

Three kinds of MPPT physical controllers are 

connected to RT-LAB respectively to carry out 

comparative analysis. Cell temperature remains 25℃, 

sunshine intensity changes as below, the value is 

1000W/m2 before 0.5s, it changes to 200W/m2 at 0.5s, 

then it rises to 1000W/m2 at 0.75s, the simulation 

results based on three kinds of MPPT algorithms is 

shown in Figure 12, 13 and 14. 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Voltage and current waveforms of P&O algorithm 

with changing sunshine intensity 
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Figure 13. Voltage and current waveforms of INC algorithm 

with changing sunshine intensity 
 
 

 
Figure 14. Voltage and current waveforms of P&O Algorithm 

Based on |(dP/dU)/P| with changing sunshine intensity 
 

 

From Figure 12, 13 and 14, we can conclude that 

when the sunshine intensity is 1000W/m2, voltage of 

photovoltaic cell is 550V and the current is 820A, 

voltage and current of photovoltaic cell changes to 

497V and 155A when the sunshine intensity turns to 

200W/m2, which agrees well with the theory. 

Meanwhile, the system can track to the maximum 

power point with the sunshine intensity changing, which 

verifies the effectiveness and rapidity of the physical 

controllers. 

Among the three MPPT algorithms, oscillations of 

P&O algorithm and INC algorithm are more serious at 

the maximum power point, while P&O Algorithm 

Based on |(dP/dU)/P| has little oscillation, which reflects 

good stability of the algorithm. Meanwhile, with the 

change of sunshine intensity, the tracking time to the 

new stable point of the advanced algorithm is less than 

P&O algorithm and INC algorithm, which means that 

P&O Algorithm Based on |(dP/dU)/P| has good 

environmental adaptability and well operation stability. 

When sunshine intensity remains 1000 W/m2, cell 

temperature changes as below, the value is 50℃ before 

0.5s, it changes to 15℃ at 0.5s, then it rises to 50℃ at 

0.75s, the simulation results based on three kinds of 

MPPT algorithms is shown in Figure 15, 16 and 17. 

From Figure 15, 16 and 17, we can conclude that 

when the cell temperature is 50℃, voltage of 

photovoltaic cell is 510V and the current is 860A, 

voltage and current of photovoltaic cell changes to 

560V and 810A when the cell temperature turns to 

15℃, which agrees well with the theory. Meanwhile, 

the system can track to the maximum power point with 

the cell temperature changing, which verifies the 

effectiveness and rapidity of the physical controllers. 
 

 

 
Figure 15. Voltage and current waveforms of P&O algorithm 

with changing cell temperature 
 

 

 
Figure 16. Voltage and current waveforms of INC algorithm 

with changing cell temperature 
 

 

 
Figure 17. Voltage and current waveforms of P&O Algorithm  

Based on |(dP/dU)/P| with changing cell temperature 
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Among the three MPPT algorithms, oscillations of 

P&O algorithm and INC algorithm are more serious at 

the maximum power point, while P&O Algorithm 

Based on |(dP/dU)/P| has less oscillation than other two 

MPPT oscillations, which reflects good stability of the 

algorithm. Meanwhile, with the change of cell 

temperature, the tracking time to the new stable point of 

the advanced algorithm is less than P&O algorithm and 

INC algorithm, which means that P&O Algorithm 

Based on |(dP/dU)/P| has good environmental 

adaptability and well operation stability. 
 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper an advanced MPPT algorithm together 

with two traditional MPPT algorithms is researched 

from the view of physical controller, digital main circuit 

is established on RT-LAB, then digital-analog hybrid 

real-time simulation was carried out based on the digital 

main circuit using RT-LAB, effectiveness and 

superiority of the improved MPPT algorithm were 

verified in comparison with control effects of the 

improved MPPT algorithm and control effects of 

traditional MPPT algorithms. 

The experiment result shows that among the three 

MPPT algorithms, oscillations of P&O algorithm and 

INC algorithm are more serious at the maximum power 

point, while P&O Algorithm Based on |(dP/dU)/P| has 

less oscillation than other two MPPT oscillations, which 

reflects good stability of the algorithm. Meanwhile, with 

the change of sunshine intensity and cell temperature, 

the tracking time to the new stable point of the advanced 

algorithm is less than P&O algorithm and INC 

algorithm, which means that P&O Algorithm Based on 

|(dP/dU)/P| has good environmental adaptability and 

well operation stability. 
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 هچكيد
 

 

کٌترل کٌٌذُ  با ايي ٍجَددر يک ساهاًِ فتٍَلتايي کليذی است،  (MPPT)ًقطِ تَاى بيشيٌِ (Tracking)کٌترل رد گيری

، ّسيٌِ باال، راستي آزهايي پيچيذُ دارًذ (Development cycle)ّای هَجَد عيب ّايي از قبيل دٍرُ طَالًي گسترش

ايي هقالِ طراحي يک ايرادّايي در اًجام کاهل شبيِ سازی فيسيکي يا ديجيتالي از الگَريتن ّای هتفاٍت کٌترلي دارًذ. ٍ

 MPPT بْبَد يافتِّوراُ با الگَريتن  MPPTکٌترل کٌٌذُ سخت افساری را با کاٍش در اًَاع هختلف الگَريتن ّای 

شبيِ  Opal-PTتَسعِ يافتِ درشرکت  RT-LABاًجام دادُ است، سپس بر هبٌای هذار اصلي ديجيتالي  ٍ با استفادُ از 

ٍ هَثر بَدى الگَريتن برتری  آًالَگ راصَرت دادُ است.-ديجيتال (Hybrid)دٍ رگِ  (Real Time)سازی بي درًگ

 تاييذ شذُ است. MPPTالگَريتن ّای سٌتي بْبَد يافتِ در هقايسِ اثرات کٌترلي آى با اثرات کٌترلي
doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2016.29.10a.07 

 

 


